ABSTRACT

Measuring Hot Flashes: Examination of an Alternate Criterion for Ambulatory Hot Flash Detection in Post-Menopausal Women

William Fisher, Ph.D.

Mentor: Gary R. Elkins, Ph.D.

Hot flashes are a highly prevalent and severe symptom experienced in menopause and in cancer treatment. Objective measurement of hot flashes, essential for conducting research in this area, is achieved using skin conductance monitors. The current gold standard skin conductance level (SCL) criterion for detecting hot flashes is a $\geq 2 \, \mu$hm rise in a 30-s period, however this standard criterion has shown limited sensitivity in ambulatory trials. A recent study of breast cancer survivors found an alternate criterion ($\geq 1.2 \, \mu$hm rise in a 30-s period) improved performance. The purpose of this dissertation is the comparison of the alternate and standard SCL criterion in population of healthy post-menopausal women, the determination of racial/ethnic group differences, and the determination of any relationship of SCL-derived hot flashes to hot flash related daily interference. This study is a retrospective analysis of data collected from a sample of 140 healthy post-menopausal women in a clinical trial of hypnosis for hot flashes. Skin conductance data sampled over one day using ambulatory SCL-monitors were analyzed using the standard and alternate criteria for hot flash detection. Indices of SCL-criterion
performance, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, were subsequently calculated and compared. Comparison of these indices were made to examine racial/ethnic differences, however, limited sample sizes only allowed for the statistical examination of white versus non-whites. Correlations of the standard and alternate criteria-derived hot flashes with the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale were performed. The results of this study showed that the alternate criterion has a distinct advantage in terms of sensitivity (77.4%, alternate vs. 56.9%, standard; \( p < .001 \)), with only minor deficit to specificity (80.1% alternate vs. 86.1%, standard). Sensitivity of the alternate criterion differed significantly between Whites vs. Non-Whites (83.58%, vs. 73.81%, respectively; \( p < .05 \)). No significant correlations were revealed. The alternate criterion is recommended for use in the ambulatory study of healthy, post-menopausal women. Additional research is needed to: 1) determine specific racial/ethnic group differences in SCL performance, 2) determine relative performance in perimenopause, and 3) ascertain if alternate physiologic measures (e.g. ECG; heart-rate variability) could improve performance.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Hot Flashes

Hot flashes, (aka ‘hot flushes’, ‘vasomotor events’, and ‘flushing’) are a prevalent and severe symptom that can affect post-menopausal women. Hot flashes have been shown to interfere with sleep, mood and quality of life (Freeman & Sherif, 2007; Kronenberg, 1994; Stein, Jacobsen, Hann, Greenberg, & Lyman, 2000). Etiologic study of hot flashes has revealed hot flashes to be complex physiological events, though the exact pathophysiology remains unknown. Research in women suggests that the experience of hot flashes begins with feeling chilled and an inspiratory sigh (Woodward, Greville, & Freedman, 1995). Data taken from samples of women with hot flashes show they are concurrent with subsequent increases in heart rate, metabolic rate and sweating (Carpenter, Andrykowski, Freedman, & Munn, 1999; Carpenter, Gilchrist, Chen, Gautam, & Freedman, 2004; Freedman, 1998; Kronenberg, 1990; Kronenberg, Cote, Linkie, Dyrenfurth, & Downey, 1984). Hot flashes have been described as sudden and transient episodes of heat and sweating with possible co-occurring palpitations and anxiety.(Carpenter, 2005; Kronenberg, 1994).

Hot Flash Prevalence

Hot flashes are highly prevalent; a systematic review of sixty-six papers containing data on hot flash prevalence from around the world found that estimates of prevalence in postmenopausal women range up to 80%, with a median of 41.5%
(Freeman & Sherif, 2007). As indicated in the systematic review, estimates of global prevalence vary; for example, a pan-European study of 4023 postmenopausal women ranging in age from 50 to 64 years, found a hot flash prevalence of 73% (Scoutellas, O’Neill, Lunt, Reeve, & Silman, 1999). The largest evaluation of menopausal symptoms performed anywhere in the world to-date, the Study of Women’s Health Across the Nation (SWAN), examined hot flash prevalence in a sample of 16,065 women across multiple ethnic groups in North America finding that the prevalence of hot flashes was 18% among women of Japanese ethnicity, 21% among women of Chinese ethnicity, 31% among White women, 35% among Hispanic women, and 46% among African American women (Avis et al., 2001; Gold et al., 2000). Given these estimates, it can be safely presumed that millions of women are currently experiencing symptoms.

**Impact of Hot Flashes**

The impact of hot flashes is myriad and potentially quite serious. In a study of 70 post-menopausal breast-cancer survivors, researchers surveyed patients about the presence and impact of hot flashes (Stein et al., 2000). The researchers found that when compared to women without hot flashes, women with hot flashes experienced 66% more fatigue, 63% poorer sleep quality, and 20% poorer physical health. This finding was significant ($p < .05$), even after controlling for relevant medical, demographic, and cancer-treatment variables.

Hot flashes may also be linked to cardiovascular disease. In a study of 110 post-menopausal women, cardiovascular function was examined (Lambrinoudaki et al., 2012). The researchers found that Carotid IMT, a surrogate marker of subclinical atherosclerosis and cardiovascular risk was found to be significantly increased in women with vasomotor
symptoms as compared to asymptomatic women. This result was independent of cardiovascular risk factors and endogenous hormone levels. The Study of Women’s Health Across the Nation Heart Study examined 492 women, 45-58 years of age who were free of clinical cardiovascular disease (Thurston, Sutton-Tyrell, Everson-Rose, Hess, & Matthews, 2008). Using a brachial artery ultrasound, electron beam tomography, self-reported hot flashes, and a blood sample to measure estradiol concentrations, the researchers found that hot flashes were associated with significantly lower flow-mediated dilation ($\beta=-1.01$, $p=.01$) and greater coronary artery and aortic calcification in age- and race-adjusted models (OR= 1.48; OR=1.55, respectively). Hot flashes showed a significant association with flow-mediated dilation ($\beta=.097$, $p<.03$), and aortic calcification (OR=1.63), in models adjusted for cardiovascular disease risk factors and estradiol.

Further, hot flashes interrupt sleep. In a sleep study with physiological monitoring of finger temperature and sternal skin conductance, nine postmenopausal women with severe hot flashes and five asymptomatic premenopausal women were observed (Erlik et al., 1981). During cumulative sleep, 47 objectively determined hot flashes were observed with 45 of those associated with a waking episode determined by polygraphic techniques. A similar association was not observed in premenopausal women. The results of a polysomnographic study of 24 breast cancer survivors involving hot flash measurement using ambulatory skin conductance monitors found that hot flashes were significantly correlated with increased theta ($r=.28$) and delta ($r=.32$) electroencephalographic activities (J. Savard et al., 2004). Furthermore, they found that hot flashes were significantly associated with percentage of time awake ($p =.038$), and
the number of changes to lighter stages of sleep \( (p = .02) \). Savard and colleagues concluded that hot flashes were associated with less efficient, more disrupted sleep. In a study examining the impact of hot flashes on quality of life among postmenopausal women being treating for breast cancer, 70 women completed questionnaires (Stein et al., 2000). The results of this study revealed that women with hot flashes reported significantly \( (p < .001) \) more fatigue, poorer sleep quality and poorer physical health compared to women without hot flashes.

Hot flashes have also been negatively associated with sexual function. In a prospective study of 43 women, data on hot flashes and regularity of intercourse was obtained at two points during the menopausal transition (McCoy, Cutler, & Davidson, 1985). The frequency and regularity of sexual intercourse and the rating of hot flashes were collected for both a 4-week period prior to interview and a 10-week period prior to interview. The data yielded significant negative correlations between hot flash ratings and frequency of intercourse in 4-week per-interview \( (r = -.42, p < .02) \), and 10-week pre-interview \( (r = -.46, p < .01) \). Further correlations were shown in an assessment of sexual function in mid-aged Ecuadorian women (Chedraui et al., 2012). In this study, 904 healthy women aged 40-50 completed questionnaires including a six-item Female Sexual Function Index (FSFI-6; Isidori et al., 2010) and a general socio-demographic questionnaire containing personal/partner data. Total FSFI-6 scores were positively correlated with coital frequency, however hot flash intensity was found in a multivariate regression analysis to be negatively associated \( (\beta = -1.29, 95\% \text{ CI } (-1.99 \text{ to } -0.60), p < .001) \).

Psychological factors have also been attributed to hot flashes. In a psychological analysis of menopausal hot flashes, 61 symptomatic women were asked to complete
measures to ascertain their experience with hot flashes (Hunter & Liao, 1995). In this study, depressed mood, anxiety and low self-esteem could discriminate between those who reported problematic hot flashes versus those who did not. Psychological stress has also been associated with increased hot flashes. A study of 21 post-menopausal women involved participants undergoing hot flash monitoring during stressful and non-stressful laboratory conditions (L. C. Swartzman, R. Edelberg, & E. Kemmann, 1990). In this study, participants were randomly assigned to a non-stress control or to a stress session, where a variety of stress stimuli (paced arithmetic task, loud noise, stressful film, social stressor, personally relevant stressor, vigilance task), were presented. There were significantly more (43%; F(1,20) = 9.39, \( p = .007 \)) objectively identified hot flashes (via sternal skin conductance monitoring) and subjective report of hot flashes (57%; F(1, 20) = 6.53, \( p < .02 \)) during the stress session than during the non-stress session.

Given the scope and impact of hot flashes, the scientific study of the etiology and treatment of hot flashes is of great value. Like any scientific endeavor, precise measurement is critical, and the methodology of hot flash measurement has received considerable study involving two primary methods of hot flash measurement: self-report & objective measures.

*Self-Report Measure of Hot Flashes*

Self-reported hot flashes have been collected using hot flash diaries, logs, and event-marker devices (Sievert, 2013). Daily symptom diaries are commonly used in symptom measurement as they provide a rich source of data, they support dynamic as well as static analysis, they do not rely on retrospective reflection, and a series of events can be documented and examined for causal relationships (Richardson, 1994).
Currently, there is only one validated hot flash diary. The Hot Flash Daily Diary is an instrument that tallies the frequency of hot flashes and the severity of the reported hot flashes (mild, moderate, severe, very severe) daily for a week (Sloan et al., 2001). This instrument provides a total weekly hot flash frequency, can yield an average daily frequency and severity rating, and is designed to provide a hot flash composite score (product of number of hot flashes by their severity rating). Concurrent validity was demonstrated through correlation analyses with toxicity, quality of life (QOL), and preference data compiled over a series of the authors’ clinical trials. Further evidence of validity was obtained from questions posed to participants in five cross-over trials finding concordance with treatment outcomes and results from the diary. Reliability of the diary was evidenced in a four-arm \(n=50/\text{arm}\) clinical trial of venlafaxine, which showed that diary results were nearly identical at baseline for each trial arm (Loprinzi et al., 2000). Sloan and colleagues reported that confirmatory information was available from identical findings from several subsequent clinical studies of clonidine (Goldberg et al., 1994; Pandya et al., 2000).

Though self-report of hot flashes, using diaries such as the Hot Flash Daily Diary, has some advantages as a means of recording hot flashes (such as reliable data, low expense and low participant demand) there have been some criticisms of solely using self-reported measures to record hot flashes. A recent review of objective and subjective measures of hot flashes by Sievert (2013) explains that regarding self-report diaries of hot flashes,

“The experience of hot flashes can be queried as yes/no, as frequency per day or week, or in terms of severity (e.g., a five point scale). Language choice can change the frequency of hot flashes reported, as illustrated in Japan where, as researchers used different words to describe “sudden heat” (Zeserson, 2001),
reports of hot flashes increased from 12% (Lock, 1986) to 22% (Melby, Lock, & Kaufert, 2005), 37% (Negata et al., 1999) and 45% (Anderson, Yoshizawa, Gollschewski, Atogami, & Courtney, 2004).” (Sievert, 2013, p. 574)

Additionally, self-reported hot flashes using diaries or event markers are subject to recall bias, an issue that Hanisch and colleagues suggest may be more salient in an older population (Hanisch et al., 2009). Hanisch and colleagues compared three techniques of measuring hot flashes, including skin conductance level (SCL) sampled sternally, paper diaries and event markers in 47 men with prostate cancer (Hanisch et al., 2009). The result of this study revealed that paper diaries produced the lowest hourly hot flash rate ($M = 0.17$), which was substantially less than the rates of the objective profile ($M = 0.28$) and event markers ($M = 0.23$). The authors further concluded that the recalled data on paper diaries may not map reliably onto real time. Thus, data suggests that event markers are the optimal self-report measure of hot flashes. However, as the objective profile identified the highest hourly hot flash rate, the authors’ position is that the most reliable method of measuring hot flashes is the combined use of event-marking and sternal SCL.

*Objective Measure of Hot Flashes*

Numerous physiologic instruments have been studied for their ability to detect hot flashes, including finger and core temperature (Tataryn et al., 1981), skin blood-flow and water evaporation (Frödin, Ålund, & Varenhorst, 1985), heart rate and respiratory exchange ratio (Freedman, 2000) skin conductance (Carpenter et al., 2012; de Bakker & Everaerd, 1996; Freedman, 1989; Hanisch, Palmer, Donahue, & Coyne, 2007; Leora C Swartzman, Robert Edelberg, & Ekkehard Kemmann, 1990; Tataryn et al., 1981), and hygrometry (a measure of humidity; Freedman & Wasson, 2007). SCL, sampled
sternally, has been widely adopted as the gold-standard of objective hot flash measurement.

**Fundamentals of Skin Conductance Measurement**

Skin conductance measurement of hot flashes operates by monitoring SCL increases with sweating. Two silver/silver chloride electrodes are attached to the upper chest on either side to the sternum. Sternal measurement for hot flashes is used as SCL levels are fairly inactive at that site under a normal variety of conditions (Rickles & Day, 1968), and, when examined, the sternal measurement of hot flashes was found to be more sensitive than palmar measurement (de Bakker & Everaerd, 1996). A constant voltage current (0.5 V) is passed from one electrode to the other and conductance is sampled via polygraph or ambulatory monitor typically recorded at a rate of 1 a sharp and rapid rise following by a sloping return to baseline, or “swishy tail,” that can be distinguished from the “sawtooth” pattern characteristic of activity or other sweating-related artifact (Carpenter et al., 1999).

![Figure 1. Example of SCL Trace and Hot Flash Shape. Skin conductance level is on the y-axis of the trace, with vertical lines denoting participant self-report of onset of hot flash using an event marker.](image-url)
Commonly Used Terminology and Analyses

In order to understand how SCL criteria have been investigated, it is necessary to first review the commonly used terminology and analyses associated with subjective-referent methods. A commonly used means of examining SCL criterion performance in detecting hot flashes uses self-report as a referent and involves calculations from the four possible outcomes in the application of the criterion (Table 1):

True Positive: In this outcome, a criterion-derived hot flash corresponds with subjective-report of hot flashes within a defined epoch (e.g., The first incident, the criterion of 2.0 µmh or greater rise sternal skin conductance over 30 seconds, co-occurs with a self-reported hot flash on an event marker, and occurs within 10 minutes of a second incident).

False Positive: In this outcome, a criterion-derived hot flash fails to correspond with subjective-report of hot flashes within a defined epoch (e.g., The first incident, a criterion-selected event involving a ≥2.0 µmh rise in sternal skin conductance over 30 seconds, fails to correspond within 10 minutes to a self-reported hot flash on an event marker).

False Negative: In this outcome, a self-report of hot flashes on an event marker fails to correspond with a criterion-derived hot flash within a defined epoch (e.g., The first incident, a self-reported hot flash on an event marker, does not correspond within 10 minutes to a criterion-matching event involving a ≥2.0 µmh rise in sternal skin conductance over 30 seconds).

True Negative: In this outcome, neither a self-report of hot flashes nor a criterion-derived hot flash occurs within a defined epoch. In this outcome, the negative classification using SCL-criterion is correct. In other words, the monitor using this criterion correctly identified the absence of a hot flash.
Table 1

SCL Hot Flash Detection Confusion Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion-matching skin conductance event</th>
<th>Subjective hot flash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>True Positives (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False Positive (FP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>False Negative (FN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True Negatives (TN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Derived from these four possible outcomes, the following performance metrics, common to the study of SCL-derived hot flashes using self-report referents, can be calculated:

*Sensitivity* (TP/TP+FN): The proportion of detecting an objective hot flash when one has been self-reported. This relates to the power of the metric to detect hot flash.

*Specificity* (TN/FP+TN): The proportion of epochs correctly identified as a non-flash period. This relates to the test's ability to identify negative results.

*Positive Predictive Value* (TP/TP+FP): The proportion of criterion-indicated hot flashes with corresponding self-report. This relates to the positive precision of the metric.

*Negative Predictive Value* (TN/TN+FN): The proportion of negative results that are correctly indicated. This relates to the negative precision of the metric.
Validation of Skin Conductance Measurement of Hot Flashes

In 1981, Tataryn and colleagues, responding to reports that hot flashes correspond to prominent physiologic changes, undertook an investigation to see if measurement of physiologic changes could be used to objectively assess the occurrence of menopausal hot flashes (Tataryn et al., 1981). The study consisted of the laboratory observation of 8 postmenopausal and 4 premenopausal women in continuous recordings of finger and core temperature and sternal skin conductance. Each subject was studied for 8 or 16 hours during which only cool, clear fluids by mouth were allowed, excluding tea and coffee. Participants were lightly clothed and at bed rest in thermally controlled environment and not allowed to smoke. The onset of subjective hot flashes was indicated by the participant via an event marker. The postmenopausal women recorded a total of 120 subjective flashes over 104 hours of study. Results showed that 81% of the subjective hot flashes were associated with changes in finger temperature, skin conductance and core temperature, and 76% were associated with simultaneous changes in all three parameters. The changes in finger temperature and skin conductance were attributed to cutaneous vasodilation and perspiration, respectively. It was further noted that with some hot flashes, rises in skin temperature were not recorded even though flushing and changes in skin conductance were observed. It was concluded that the measurement of sternal skin conductance was the most sensitive and specific single indicator of hot flashes, with a change in resting skin conductance showing a 97% concordance with subjective hot flashes.

Subsequently, in 1989, a study was conducted to evaluate whether sternal skin conductance monitoring for hot flashes was feasible in an ambulatory format (Freedman,
1989). In this study, 8 premenopausal women (age 33-46) who reported regular menstrual cycles and 11 women (age 45-58) who had ceased menstruating at least one year earlier and who reported at least four daily hot flashes underwent monitoring over three days. On the first session, the women received a 4-hour baseline laboratory recording session, physiologically monitored using a 12-channel polygraph recording skin temperature and skin conductance while supine in a temperature-controlled room, using an event marker to indicate hot flash onset. On a subsequent day, participants wore an ambulatory recorder consisting of a 4-channel cassette recorded monitoring finger temperature, sternal skin conductance level and ECG from 10:00-22:00 hours while engaging in their normal daily activities. They also had an event marker to indicate hot flash onset. On a third day, participants received a peripheral heating test involving two heating pads placed on the torso (to illicit hot flashes) while supine in a temperature-controlled room for 30 minutes. All subjects wore hospital gowns and were to activate an event marker to indicate hot flash onset.

Results revealed a total of twenty subjective hot flashes indicated by event marker occurring in 5 of the women, with a range of 1-9 hot flashes (median =3). Examination of the laboratory polygraph tracings showed that all event marks were accompanied by an increase in SCL of at least 2 µS in 30-s, when scored in 15-s epochs for 4 minutes before and 2 minutes after the peak of the SCL response. Only one SCL increase of 2 µS in 30-s occurred without an event mark, for a concordance rate of 95%. ANOVAS on all skin conductance, finger pad temperature, finger dorsum temperature and heart rate measures showed significant epoch effects ($p<.001;p<.01;p<.01;p<.001$, respectively). Criterion SCL changes were not found in premenopausal women during heating or ambulatory
monitoring. The author concluded from this study that a sternal SCL increase of 2 µS was shown to have good concordance with event markers, finding 95% concordance for hot flashes spontaneously recorded in the laboratory, 86% for those recorded during ambulatory monitoring, and 88.9% for heat-induced hot flashes.

In 1990, a combined physiological method for measuring hot flashes to include skin conductance was proposed: the Physiological Flush Profile (PFP; 1990). The primary goal of this study was to develop a criterion for the physiological identification of hot flashes that can be applied regardless of subjective report. In this study, 21 women (age 37-71, m=51) who reported at least six hot flashes daily underwent psychophysiological monitoring in three laboratory sessions. Skin conductance, skin temperature and finger pulse volume data were collected. The results of this study revealed that skin conductance corresponds highly with (r=.592) subjective report. The authors concluded the PFP revealed a sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 88.4%, which the authors suggested was comparable to previous developed criteria. Though their results were not as sensitive as Freedman’s results using the now standard 2.0 µmh rise in sternal skin conductance over 30 seconds, they suggested the small sample size of the original investigation pared with the relatively few number of subjective reports (20) may have led to inaccurate calculations of sensitivity and specificity.

In order to determine which method, the PFP or Freedman’s standard criterion was optimal, a study in 1995 examined and compared both methods in a sample of 20 menopausal women 15 with frequency hot flashes, 5 without hot flashes) and 5 women who were not menopausal (de Bakker & Everaerd, 1996). In a laboratory, participants were continuously monitored for 2.5 hours using an event marker for subjective report on
hot flash onset as well as sternal and palmar skin conductance, dorsal and palmar finger
temperature and pulse blood volume. The results of this study indicated that the PFP was
slightly more sensitive, but the standard criterion was much more specific. In the same
article, the authors describe a second study where they conducted a cross-validation on
an entirely separate sample of 26 menopausal women (de Bakker & Everaerd, 1996).
The results of this study revealed a similar profile with the sensitivity of the PFP showing
an advantage over the standard criterion in laboratory study (95% vs. 52% in detecting
severe hot flashes), however the standard criterion was much more specific (Positive
Predictive Value 44.62% for PFP vs. 100% for the standard SCL criterion). The authors
concluded that Swartzmann and colleague’s (Leora C Swartzman et al., 1990) position
that a profile could be created independent of SCL and subjective report was not optimal
and that the Freedman standard criterion was a more specific indicator of hot flashes.

The feasibility and psychometrics of a lightweight automated ambulatory sternal
skin conductance monitor to measure the frequency of hot flashes was examined in 1999
(Carpenter et al., 1999). In this study of breast cancer survivors, 19 postmenopausal
breast cancer survivors and 5 premenopausal healthy comparison women participated by
wearing an ambulatory monitor for 24 hours during normal activities, including sleep.
Hot flashes were assessed using subjective diaries (both hot flash daily diaries and event
markers) and objective (SCL level) methods. Results of this study revealed a
concordance of 72% to event marked hot flashes (after controlling for data from a
participant who erroneously activated the event marker). False positive rate was 28%
and false-negative rates were 41%. Though the authors suggested that their concordance
rates was less than they expected given previous reports of high concordance rates (95%
for laboratory study and 86% in Freedman’s ambulatory study), they still concluded that ambulatory hot flash detection using lightweight ambulatory sternally recorded skin conductance monitors was feasible.

*Challenges with the Ambulatory SCL Measure of Hot Flashes*

Sternal skin conductance monitoring for hot flashes has become the gold standard in the physiological measurement of hot flashes. However, there have been concerns over the sensitivity of the instrument in ambulatory settings. In 2004 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) conducted a special workshop, “NIH Workshop on Objective Measure of Hot Flashes” (Miller & Li, 2004), whose summary report identified improvements in sternal skin conductance systems as a critical need. Several studies have shown ambulatory versus in-laboratory SCL monitoring of hot flashes provides much lower levels of concordance between objective and subjective hot flashes (Carpenter et al., 1999; Carpenter & Rand, 2008; Hanisch et al., 2007; E. Mann & Hunter, 2011; Otte et al., 2009; Sievert et al., 2008; Thurston, Blumenthal, Babyak, & Sherwood, 2005; Thurston, Hernandez, Del Rio, & De La Torre, 2011). A systematic review of the concordance of self-reported and sternal skin conductance measures of hot flushes in symptomatic perimenopausal and postmenopausal women found that SCL measurement of hot flashes using standard criterion and self-reported hot flashes as a referent appear to have adequate *specificity*, however, only moderate *sensitivity* (Figure 2; E. Mann & Hunter, 2011).
Several studies have been conducted in order to attempt to improve the sensitivity of SCL measurement in ambulatory settings. In a study that examined SCL criterion for detecting hot flashes in prostate cancer survivors, 8 participants were recruited to undergo physiological monitoring (Hanisch et al., 2007). Participants were fitted with ambulatory SCL monitors and tested in two phases, a 4-hr laboratory evaluation, and a 24-hour evaluation outside of a lab. Subjective hot flashes were assessed using a hot flash questionnaire and via event marking using the SCL recording device. Results
revealed that 7 men experienced 21 self-reported hot flashes over the course of the study. The standard criterion matched twelve of the self-reported hot flashes, with sensitivity and positive predictive value calculated at 55% and 92%, respectively. The authors performed a Receiver Operation Characteristic curve statistic (Green & Swets, 1966), determining the a 1.78 µmh rise in sternal skin conductance over 45 seconds yielded the optimal criterion for their sample of prostate cancer survivors, providing a sensitivity of 68.2%, and a specificity and positive predictive values at 100%. The sample size in this study suffers the same issues as previous studies of ambulatory hot flash monitoring, with very small sample size, yielding relatively few subjectively recorded hot flashes. Additionally as this sample was entirely male, the generalizability of this criterion to women with hot flashes is limited. This study is important; however, as it suggests that a small change in the criterion used for the gold-standard SCL monitors may yield important improvements in the ability of the measure to detect hot flashes.

Another approach has been examined for the SCL detection of hot flashes using support vector machines as a method of pattern-matching hot flashes. In a study of 31 women with hot flashes who underwent 24 hours of ambulatory sternal skin conductance monitoring, analyses were completed using support vector machines (SVM) in order to classify hot flashes based on their pattern and this was compared to the standard SCL criterion (Thurston et al., 2011). A support vector machine is a sophisticated algorithm that involves a training phase in which the model is developed and a testing phase were the model’s performance is evaluated. The process involved preprocessing the SCL data to normalize the SCL signal and remove noise. Momentary voltage drops and baseline drift were also corrected and then exponential smoothing was applied to reduce signal
noise. The SVM model was then trained, qualifying the characteristics associated with hot-flash and non-hot flash segments. Testing was then performed using the trained model. Quantification of standard criterion of a 2.00 µmh rise in sternal skin conductance over 45 seconds to indicate hot flashes showed good specificity (98%), positive predictive value (91%), and negative predictive value (90%), however, it provided a relatively low sensitivity (57%). The SVM technique improved this performance returning good sensitivity (87%), specificity (90%), positive predictive value (90%) and negative predictive value (96%). Though these results are extremely encouraging, specialized expertise is required in order to build an SVM, and although a publically available software library exists, the complexity of this method, specialized software and the time required to perform the analyses will put this technique beyond the reach of many researchers until packaged software is made available. Until such a product is created and achieves wide-spread dissemination, the quest for alternate methods of detecting hot flashes using the most commonly employed monitors and software continues.

*Development of an Alternate SCL Criterion for Monitoring Hot Flashes in Breast Cancer Survivors.*

In a study of 56 women with breast cancer, researchers collected ambulatory sternal skin conductance data from participants over one home-based daytime recording of hot flashes (M.-H. Savard, Savard, & Ivers, 2013). The study was limited to French-Canadian white women (ages 30-67 years old, $M = 52$), who were undergoing treatment for breast cancer. Six of the participants (11%) were taking medications to manage hot flashes (i.e., venlafaxine, paroxetine or gabapentin), 17 participants (30%) were using another psychotropic medications (e.g., benzodiazepine) and 7 (13%) were using both
types of medication. The researchers used ambulatory skin conductance recorders and two silver/silver chloride electrodes, measuring 1.5 cm in diameter, filled with 0.05 M potassium chloride Valvachol/glycol gel. The electrodes were attached on the chest, 4 cm apart on the sternum. SCL was recorded at a 200-Hz sampling rate, and averaged to 1 hz. The data was collected on PC and traces were visually scanned to detect artifact.

SCL raw data were analyzed with in-house hot flash detection software (UFI, 2006). The researchers examined a range of SCL criterion compared to the standard SCL criterion. Using participant report of onset of hot flash on an event marker, they found that the sensitivity of the standard criterion (≥2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in identifying hot flashes was 32.7% (95% CI, 26.5-39.5), whereas they found that a more sensitive criteria was a 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period, yielding a sensitivity of 60.8%, specificity of 90.4%, and a positive predictive value of 86.4%. The authors concluded that an alternate criterion may be preferable in detecting hot flashes in women with breast cancer. It is notable that though the alternate criteria appeared to be more sensitive, the standard criteria may be more specific (97% vs. 90.4%, statistical significance of difference not reported), with greater positive predictive value (91.5% vs. 86.4%, statistical significance of difference not reported); however, it is the conclusion of the authors that, for ambulatory measurement, the alternate criterion was an improvement over the standard criterion as they suggest that it is more important that the selected criterion be able to detect a maximal number of events identified by women as a hot flash (M.-H. Savard et al., 2013).

There were a number of limitations to this study. First, the average number of hot flashes reported by participants was not reported; rather, only a total number of hot
flashes manually detected by participants were reported (199 hot flashes). Second, the sample of study was taken from the entire menopausal spectrum. While this might be advantageous in clinical study, changes of physiological markers, including skin conductance, have shown significant differences between pre- and post-menopausal women possibly confounding the results of a validation study (Tataryn et al., 1981). Third, the sample used in the study was ethnically homogenous, which does not answer to how the criterion performs across different ethnic groups. Fourth, this study did not compare the results of using the alternate SCL criteria to participants’ perceived impact of hot flashes. One might predict that an improved measure of hot flashes should correspond to the perceived impact of hot flashes; however, this remains an unanswered empirical question. Lastly, the participants in this study were undergoing hormone therapy and taking other pharmacy, including medications specifically to reduce hot flashes. The effect of these agents on the measure of hot flashes via sternal skin conductance is unknown. Those limitations aside, the results of this study are important because if, as Savard and colleagues (2013) suggest, the alternate skin conductance criteria (1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) is more sensitive in ambulatory monitors, this small change may nearly double the sensitivity of the gold-standard instrument for measuring hot flashes. Additionally, this study is important for its potential in broad and immediate dissemination as this criterion change can be easily achieved using the current gold-standard SCL monitors and hot flash detection software. Further study, however, is critically needed to replicate their results with this criterion and ascertain how this criterion performs in healthy post-menopausal women and among different ethnicities.
Purpose

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine an alternate criterion for hot flash detection in ambulatory skin conductance monitors, explore ethnic variability, and determine the correlation of the alternate criterion-derived hot flashes to hot-flash related daily interference in healthy post-menopausal women. Current SCL criterion, although very effective in laboratory trials, have demonstrated only moderate sensitivity in ambulatory trials. An alternate criterion has been proposed for ambulatory use in breast cancer patients with potentially substantial gains in sensitivity. It is unknown, however, how this criterion performs in a post-menopausal sample and among diverse ethnic groups. The relationship of this measure to hot flash related daily interference is also unknown. This study addresses these empirical questions.
CHAPTER TWO

Materials and Methods

Objectives

The objectives of this dissertation are threefold. The first objective is to compare an alternate skin conductance criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) to the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in detecting hot flashes using ambulatory sternal skin conductance hot flash monitors in symptomatic post-menopausal women using participant self-report on an event marker as the referent. This objective is achieved by the analyses of four indices of monitor performance, sensitivity (the proportion of detecting an objective hot flash when one has been self-reported), specificity (the proportion of recording the absence of a hot flash when none has been self-reported), positive predictive value (the proportion of criterion-indicated hot flashes with corresponding self-report) and negative predictive value (the proportion of correctly identified negative epochs). The second objective is to determine group differences between the alternate and standard skin conductance criterion among self-identified Black, Hispanic and White ethnic groups in terms of the indices of monitor performance: sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value. The third objective is to determine and compare the correlations of the alternate SCL criteria versus the standard criteria to each of the ten components of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale (HFRDIS) including hot-flash related interference with Work, Social Activities, Leisure Activities, Sleep, Mood, Concentration, Relationships, Sexuality, Enjoyment of Life and Overall Quality of Life in symptomatic post-menopausal women.
Specific Aims

This dissertation has three specific aims:

Aim 1: Compare the results of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) to the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) using participant self-report of onset of hot flashes on the SCL monitor event marker as a referent to ascertain their relative sensitivity (TP/TP+FN), specificity (TN/FP+TN), positive predictive value (TP/TP+FP) and negative predictive value (TN/TN+FN) in post-menopausal women.

H 1.1 The sensitivity (TP/TP+FN), of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show a significantly greater proportion in detecting an objective hot flash when one has been self-reported than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).

H 1.2 The specificity (TN/FP+TN) of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show, as was shown in previous study of breast cancer survivors, a significantly lesser proportion in recording the absence of a hot flash when none has been self-reported than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).

H 1.3 The positive predictive value (TP/TP+FP) of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show a significantly greater proportion of criterion-indicated hot flashes with corresponding self-report than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).

H 1.4 The negative predictive value (TN/TN+FN) of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show a greater proportion of correctly identified negative results than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).
Aim 2: Determine group differences between the alternate and standard skin conductance criterion among self-identified post-menopausal American Indian, Black, Hispanic and White participants, grouped into White and non-White categories, in terms of four indices of monitor performance: sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value.

H 2.1 The sensitivity of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show sensitivity differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

H 2.2 The specificity of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show specificity differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

H 2.3 The positive predictive value of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show positive predictive value differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

H 2.4 The negative predictive value of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show the negative predictive value differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

H 2.5 The sensitivity of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show sensitivity differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

H 2.6 The specificity of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show specificity differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

H 2.7 The positive predictive value of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection...
over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show positive predictive value differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

**H 2.8** The negative predictive value of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show the negative predictive value differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

**Aim 3**: Determine and compare the relative correlations of the alternate SCL criteria versus the standard criteria to the 10 components of the HFRDIS including the hot-flash related interference with *Work, Social Activities, Leisure Activities, Sleep, Mood, Concentration, Relationships, Sexuality, Enjoyment of Life* and *Overall Quality of Life* in post-menopausal women.

**H 3.1** Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with work as indicated on scores on the *Work* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

**H 3.2** Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with social activities as indicated on scores on the *Social Activities* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

**H 3.3** Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with leisure activity as indicated on scores on the *Leisure* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

**H 3.4** Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with sleep as indicated on scores on the *Sleep* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.
H3.5 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on mood as indicated on scores on the Mood construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.6 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with concentration as indicated on scores on the Concentration construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.7 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with relationships as indicated on scores on the Relationships construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.8 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on sexuality as indicated on scores on the Sexuality construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.9 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with enjoyment of life as indicated on scores on the Enjoyment of Life construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.10 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with overall quality of life as indicated on scores on the Overall Quality of Life construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.11 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with work as indicated on scores on the Work construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.12 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot
flash-related interference with social activities as indicated on scores on the *Social Activities* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

*H 3.13* Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with leisure activity as indicated on scores on the *Leisure* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

*H3.14* Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with sleep as indicated on scores on the *Sleep* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

*H3.15* Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on mood as indicated on scores on the *Mood* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

*H3.16* Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with concentration as indicated on scores on the *Concentration* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

*H3.17* Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with relationships as indicated on scores on the *Relationships* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

*H3.18* Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on sexuality as indicated on scores on the *Sexuality* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

H3.19 Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with enjoyment of life as indicated on scores on the *Enjoyment of Life* construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.
\textit{H3.20} Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with overall quality of life as indicated on scores on the \textit{Overall Quality of Life} construct of the HFRDIS in post-menopausal women.

\textit{H3.21} The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with work as indicated on scores on the \textit{Work} construct of the HFRDIS.

\textit{H3.22} The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with social activities as indicated on scores on the \textit{Social Activities} construct of the HFRDIS.

\textit{H3.23} The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with leisure activities as indicated on scores on the \textit{Leisure} construct of the HFRDIS.

\textit{H3.24} The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with sleep as indicated on scores on the \textit{Sleep} construct of the HFRDIS.

\textit{H3.25} The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related impact on mood as indicated on scores on the \textit{Mood} construct of the HFRDIS.

\textit{H3.26} The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion ($\geq 2.0$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with concentration as indicated on scores on the \textit{Concentration} construct of the HFRDIS.

\textit{H3.27} The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash)
and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with relationships as indicated on scores on the Relationships construct of the HFRDIS.

H 3.28 The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with sexuality as indicated on scores on the Sexuality construct of the HFRDIS.

H 3.29 The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related impact on the enjoyment of life as indicated on scores on the Enjoyment of Life construct of the HFRDIS.

H 3.30 The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related impact on quality of life as indicated on scores on the Overall Quality of Life construct of the HFRDIS.

Participants

Data used in this study was collected during a NIH-funded clinical trial of hypnosis for the treatment of hot flashes (Elkins, Fisher, Johnson, Carpenter, & Keith, 2012). Participants were recruited for that study from December, 2008 to April, 2012 via advertisement in newspapers and billboards, television, and professional referrals, and television and billboard advertisement. Eligibility requirements involved participants being postmenopausal, no menstruation in the past 12 months, and either (a) a medically documented history of a follicle-stimulating hormone level greater than 40 or (b) a bilateral oophorectomy. Participants were also required to have a self-report of seven hot flashes per day at minimum, or 50 days per week, at baseline. Additionally, the participants in this study were required to have discontinued estrogen/progestin
containing products: one week or longer for prior vaginal hormonal products (rings, creams, gels), four weeks or longer for prior transdermal estrogen alone or estrogen/progestin products, eight weeks or longer for prior oral estrogen and/or progestin therapy, eight weeks or longer for prior intrauterine progestin therapy, three months or longer for prior progestin implants and estrogen alone injectable drug therapy, and six months or longer for prior estrogen pellet therapy or progestin injectable drug therapy.

Exclusion criteria included: a) receiving any other treatment for hot flashes, b) using any complementary or alternate medical treatments for vasomotor symptoms (including soy, black cohosh, phytoestrogens, and any other mind-body techniques), c) History of psychosis, borderline personality disorder of serious psychopathology that were considered contraindications to treatment with clinical hypnosis. Potential participants were telephone screened for eligibility and those who met eligibility criteria completed baseline measures including the objective measure of hot flashes using SCL-monitors (Biolog Model 3991; UFI, 2012), the Hot Flash Daily Interference Scale (Carpenter, 2001), demographic questionnaires and other secondary outcome measures. Of those participants who were screened for eligibility (531), 140 participants were deemed eligible, completed baseline measures and underwent physiological monitoring (Elkins et al., 2012).
Measures

**Biolog® Hot Flash Monitor**

The Biolog® Hot Flash Monitor (UFI, 2012), is the most commonly used instrument for the sternal skin conductance measure of hot flashes. The monitor is housed in a compact plastic case measuring 5” x 2.5” x 1.25”, and weighs approximately 8 ounces with a battery. The monitor is a solid state device, containing a microprocessor programmed to sample 12-bit skin conductance data at 1 Hz, at a range of 0.01 to 39.9 μmho and 4 megabytes of memory. The monitor is powered with non-proprietary, commercially available 9V alkaline batteries, which the manufacturer suggests that the monitor can maintain in constant operation for approximately 14 days. The monitor was used with Biopac EL-507 silver/silver chloride electrodes for electrodermal activity and a 0.5 constant voltage circuit (BIOPAC Systems, 2012). Electrodes are 1.0 cm in diameter and filled with 0.5% chloride solid gel. Electrodes are attached 1.5” below the collarbones and 2” on either side of the sternal mid-line. Participants are instructed to remove the electrodes prior to bathing and trained on how to replace them immediately after bathing. The monitor has dual buttons and when pressed simultaneously will record an event marker at the time of button press. Participants are instructed to press both buttons simultaneously at the onset of hot flashes. Customized software (FlashTrax, version 1.2, UFI, Morro Bay, CA) is used to evaluate hot flashes providing the ability to analyze traces based on variable SCL-criterion, defaulting to the standard (≥ 2.0 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash), with a 15-minute lock-out period post-flash. Software output provides a visual output of the trace (Figure 2), and can also calculate
true positives, false positives and false negatives for every event (self-report on marker or SCL-event) detected.

**Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale**

The Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale (HFRDIS; Carpenter, 2001), was developed to measure the impact of hot flashes on overall quality of life as well as on nine other specific activities and experiences (i.e. work, social activities, leisure activities, sleep, mood, concentration, relations with others, sexuality, enjoyment of life). The HFRDIS consists of a series of 0–10 point numeric rating scales modeled on the Brief Pain Inventory (Daut, Cleeland, & Flannery, 1993) and the Fatigue Symptom Inventory (Hann et al., 1998). Like the Brief Pain Inventory and the Fatigue Symptom Inventory which invite respondents to rate the degree that the symptom (pain or fatigue) interferes with various daily activities as well as overall enjoyment or quality of life, the HFRDIS was designed in the same format. Scale reliability was examined using inter-item correlations at two time points. Test re-test was not employed as it was expected to be low given the unreliable nature of the phenomena. Inter-item correlations were examined for internal consistency with Time 1 correlations ranging from 0.55 to 0.90 and 0.59 to 0.95 at Time 2. Item-total correlations ranged from 0.77 to 0.93 at Time 1 and 0.82 to 0.93 at Time 2. Cronbach’s alpha was 0.96 at both Times 1 and 2. Validity was supported through correlations with other hot flash variables, correlations with measures of affect and mood, significant differences between women with hot flashes and those without ($p<.001$), and demonstrated sensitivity to change over time. The HFRDIS was deemed “…a psychometrically sound measure for assessing the impact of hot flashes on
daily activities and overall quality of life in clinical practice or in research protocols.” (Carpenter, 2001, p. 979).

Demographic Questionnaire

Participants were provided a questionnaire that ascertained a participant’s age, self-identified ethnic group, marital status, education, body-mass index, smoking, alcohol use, number of months since onset of amenorrhea, and average daily hot flash frequency & severity.

Procedure

Participants who were deemed eligible came to the laboratory and completed baseline measures, including a demographic questionnaire and the Hot Flash Daily Interference Scale. Following the completion, participants were fitted with skin-conductance monitors. Sternal skin conductance monitors as shown in Figure 3 (Biolog ambulatory recorder model 3991; UFI, 2012) were activated and fitted in the morning (~0900 hours) by trained study staff.

Figure 3. Biolog® Model 3991 SCL Monitor
After participants were fitted with their monitors, they were instructed in its’ care and use. Participants were instructed to wear the monitors for 24-hours and activate the event marker at the onset of every hot flash and instructed on how to activate the marker and how to verify that the event was successfully recorded (the Biolog® monitor has a small LCD display that indicates that the signal was recorded).

Although 24-hours of data was collected from the participants, only one day’s waking-hours data was used in the analyses in this study, in keeping with standard practice using self-reported hot flashes as a referent (M.-H. Savard et al., 2013). Participants were further instructed to avoid showering and bathing during the recording, if possible, but instructed on the removal and placement of new electrodes should removal be unavoidable. In order to minimize monitor drops, the participants were provided with a small pouch to place the monitor, where the electrodes could freely reach from the monitor to the electrodes on the participant, but the monitor could remain in the zipperred pouch, which could be worn either belt-like or across the shoulder. Participants were not instructed to change their daily routine in any manner, simply to record their hot flashes on the event marker at every hot flash onset, and to return the monitor to the laboratory after 24-hours. After returning the monitor to the laboratory, data was downloaded to PC and customized software (FlashTrax Version 1.2; UFI, 2006) was used to evaluate hot flashes. After data were collected, every trace was visually scanned by a trained expert for artifact.

Using the proprietary software (FlashTrax Version 1.2; UFI, 2006), hot flashes will be detected if there is an increase of sternal skin conductance of 2 μmho (standard criterion), or 1.2 μmho increase within a 30 second period, with a 20-minute post-event
lock-out. Using established methodology (Sievert, 2013), indices of hot flash detection (true positives, false positives, false negatives, true negatives) will be calculated and sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value will be ascertained for both criteria.

Data Analysis

The type of inferential statistics for this study must take into account the nature of the performance metrics used to evaluate test criteria. These metrics were derived from signal detection theory, originally used to evaluate test criteria for radar installations (Abdi, 2007). The need was for the radar to have adequate sensitivity to detect true enemy aircraft, while maintaining good specificity to avoid falsely identifying friendly aircraft. Since improving sensitivity tends to decrease specificity, the performance metrics helped to evaluate the best criteria for the radar test so as to provide optimum test results.

These same performance metrics, which include sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value, have been used extensively in medicine to evaluate medical tests (Zweig & Campbell, 1993). In medicine, the need is to have high sensitivity to detect a disease (e.g., cancer), while maintaining good specificity to avoid a false diagnosis. Each of these metrics represents a proportion (e.g., the proportion of hits, or the proportion of misses) as derived from what is called the “confusion matrix” that shows the following: the frequency of positive tests that are true (true positives), the frequency of positive tests that are false (false positives), the frequency of negative tests that are true (true negatives), and the frequency of negative tests that are false (false negatives). In medical tests, the test is either positive or negative
and the result is compared to a gold standard of diagnostic outcome, which is also either positive or negative, resulting in a 2 by 2 matrix.

In applying this approach to evaluate the two objective SCL criteria (standard and alternate) for hot flash, the gold standard would be the self-report of hot flash. So for each of the criteria being studied, standard and alternate, a confusion matrix like that in Table 1 would establish the proportions for each of the four metrics. For each SCL criterion, the four metrics are as follows: 1) Sensitivity is the proportion of true positives over all self-report positives (the sensitivity or power to find true positives; 2) Specificity is the proportion of true negatives over all self-report negatives (the specificity to correctly identify true negatives); 3) Positive predictive value is the proportion of true positives over all the SCL test positives (the precision of positive SCL results); (4) Negative predictive value is the proportion of true negatives over all the SCL test negatives (the precision of negative SCL results).

Since all the performance metrics are proportions, the use of inferential statistics must take into account the fact that proportions do not satisfy the underlying assumptions of parametric statistics. Therefore, the analysis of significant differences in the current study will employ non-parametric tests.

*Aim 1: Data Analyses*

The objective for this aim is to compare, in ambulatory measurement, the results of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period) to the standard criterion (≥ 2 μmho rise in a 30-s period) using participant self-report of onset of hot flashes on the SCL monitor event marker as a referent to ascertain their relative sensitivity (TP/TP+FN), specificity (TN/FP+TN) and positive predictive value.
(TP/TP+FP) and negative predictive value (TN/TN+FN), in post-menopausal women. The dependent variable for this aim is the difference in metric proportions between two criteria from the same population (standard and alternate criteria), so this requires a test for correlated proportions. The non-parametric test that makes the fewest assumptions about distributions of correlated proportions is the Sign Test (Siegal, 1956). Another alternative would have been the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, but that test assumes that the distribution of scores is symmetric around the median, and that may not be the case in the current metrics. Therefore, the Sign Test was chosen as the inferential statistic for this aim.

In order to test the hypotheses of this aim, analyses of the SCL-trace will be performed using FlashTrax software (UFI, 2006). The software will record an event every time the skin conductance level of the participant meets the programmed criteria or after the participant depresses the event marker to signify a hot flash. After a hot flash has been registered the software will maintain a lock-out, where no further hot flashes will be registered for the following 20 minutes. Both the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will be employed and summations of true positives, false positives, false negatives and true negatives will be ascertained for each criterion. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value will be calculated for each criterion. The hypotheses will be supported if the results of a Sign Test (Siegel, 1956), shows that the alternate criterion sensitivity is significantly (p < .05) greater (save for specificity where hypothesis is supported if significantly lesser) than the standard criterion.
**Aim 2: Data Analyses**

The objective for this aim is to determine if there are racial/ethnic group differences in *sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value*, computed separately for the standard as opposed to the alternate SCL criteria. Though descriptive data will be provided for all racial/ethnic groups, there is insufficient power to test significance for all identified racial/ethnic groups. To allow for statistical comparisons, a bivariate White/non-White category will be employed. The dependent variable for this aim is the difference in metric proportions between racial/ethnic groups (White and non-White). As these are independent groups, this requires a test for independent proportions. The non-parametric test for independent proportions is the Mann Whitney U Test (H. B. Mann & Whitney, 1947). This test will be run for sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value individually, with a significant finding \( p < .05 \), indicating a significant difference in SCL-indices between White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

**Aim 3: Data Analyses**

The objective for this aim is to determine and compare the relative correlations of the alternate SCL criteria versus the standard criteria to the components of Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale including the hot-flash related interference with *Work, Social Activities, Leisure Activities, Sleep, Mood, Concentration, Relationships, Sexuality, Enjoyment of Life* and *Overall Quality of Life* in post-menopausal women. The dependent variable for this aim is the relationship between the scores for true positive hot flash and the score on the components of the HFRDIS. For this, a Pearson Product Moment Correlations Coefficient (Rodgers & Nicewander, 1988) can be used to show
the extent of the relationship and determine if that relationship is significant. For this aim, Pearson Product Movement Correlations will be performed for both the standard and alternate criteria true positive (criterion-derived hot flash in conjunction with self-report) hot flashes and all components of the HFRDIS, individually. Significance will be determined by t-test (.05 level of confidence). To control for family-wise error, Benjamini and Hochberg’s False Discovery Rate will be employed (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). Should both criteria show significance on a construct of the HFRDIS, a Hotelling/William’s procedure will be run to determine statistically significant (.05 level of confidence) differences exist between the two sets of dependent correlations.

**Effect Size Estimates**

With regard to the effect size, Cohen (1988) established guides for effect size for different test statistics. The most well-known of these effect size statistics is for the two group Student’s t test which has an effect size \( d \) that represents the size of the difference over the standard error of the difference. For the difference between two correlated proportions (Aim 1), the effect size \( g \) is the absolute distance between the proportion difference and a proportion of .50. The standard is: small \( g = .05 \), medium \( g = .15 \), and large \( g = .25 \). For the difference between two independent proportions (Aim 2), the effect size \( h \) is based on an \( \arcsin \) transformation \( (\phi = \sqrt{P}) \). The effect size \( h \), then, is the absolute difference between \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \). The standard is: \( h = .20 \) is a small effect, \( h = .50 \) is a medium effect and \( h = .80 \) is a large effect. The result of a Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient is an effect size ranging from 0-1.0, with a correlation of .10 considered small, .30 considered moderate, and .50 considered a strong relationship (effect) (Cohen, 1988).
Justification for Non-Parametric Analyses

The dependent variables in the four performance metrics (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value) are proportions, and proportions violate assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance in parametric tests, a problem that gets worse with unequal and small samples. Proportions have fixed limits (0-1) and scores may cluster at the extremes, producing a skewed distribution (Bartlett, 1947). Also, the variance of smaller samples may be different than the variance of larger samples, and larger proportions tend to have lower variance while smaller proportions tend to have higher variance (Zubin, 1935). One common solution is to use a logit (logistic) transformation \( \text{logit} \ p = \ \log \ (p/1-p) \). Transformations may also be problematic for several reasons. First of all, data transformations alter the fundamental nature of the data, complicating the interpretation of the results. Also, proportions that are strongly clustered at the very extremes (0 or 1) can make transformations less effective (Carey, 2012) and this is evident in the current data (Figure 4) on racial differences. For this reason, rather than depend on transformations, non-parametric tests will be employed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Leaf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>000000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>0588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>333333377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>00022222466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>00558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>02226666666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>1115556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>00000033445788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0000000000000000000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Stem width = .1, each leaf = 1 case.

Figure 4. Stem-and-Leaf Plot: Sensitivity proportions for White racial/ethnic group.
CHAPTER THREE

Results

Demographic Variables: Descriptive Statistics

The characteristics of the sample \( n = 140 \) are described in Table 2. Since this is a study of post-menopausal women, the age range begins in middle age \( \text{range} = 39\text{-}75 \), with a mean age of 54.66. With regard to race, the majority \( (72.9\%) \) of the sample was White, with African American being second in percentage \( (17.9\%) \). The percentage of American Indian and Hispanic was fairly small \( (2.1\% \text{ and } 7.1\% \text{ respectively}) \). The majority were married \( (65.7\%) \), college educated \( (92.65\%) \) and non-smokers \( (82\%) \). The mean body mass index was 29.38 kg/m\(^2\) \( (SD = 6.17, \text{ range} 20\text{-}47) \), and the mean number of months since onset of hot flashes was 90.30 \( (SD = 23.92, \text{ range} 49\text{-}170) \). This population had a high rate of hot flashes \( \text{range} = 30\text{-}170 \) with a mean weekly flash frequency of 70.14 \( (SD = 23.92, \text{ range} 49\text{-}170) \). The hot flash composite score, based on the product of average daily hot flash frequency and ratings of severity \( (1 = \text{mild}, 2 = \text{moderate}, 3 = \text{severe}, 4 = \text{very severe}) \) showed a mean of 23.268 \( (SD = 10.54, \text{ range} 7.00\text{-}70.71) \).


The comparison of the standard criterion and the alternate criterion in all four values: Sensitivity, Specificity, Positive Predictive Value, and Negative Predictive Value is presented in Figure 5. Since these four values all represent correlated proportions, the Sign Test (Seigel, 1956) is employed (a two group test for related samples), using a
significance level of alpha .05 and 95% confidence interval. The sign test is distribution-
free, with no assumptions of: normality, equal variances, or symmetric distributions
around the median. The effect size of differences between correlated proportions was
established by Cohen (Cohen, 1988) as the absolute value of $g$ minus .50 ($P = \text{the}
proportion of the larger differences, and $g = \text{absolute value of } P-.50$). An effect size of $g
= .05$ would be a small effect size, $g = .15$ is a medium effect size, and $g = .25$ is a large
effect size.

Table 2

Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 140$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group, $n$ (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44 $y$</td>
<td>10 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54 $y$</td>
<td>60 (42.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-65 $y$</td>
<td>57 (40.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;65 $y$</td>
<td>13 (9.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (range)</td>
<td>54.66 (39-75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, $n$ (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>3 (2.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>25 (17.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>102 (72.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>10 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, $n$ (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>92 (65.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>15 (10.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated</td>
<td>7 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>23 (15.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>4 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, $n$ (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>13 (9.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>35 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College, non-degree</td>
<td>28 (20%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Associate degree 21 (15%)
Bachelor’s degree 28 (20%)
Graduate degree 15 (10.7%)

Body Mass Index, mean (SD), kg/m^2
<25 38 (27.1%)
25 to <30 45 (32.1%)
≥30 57 (40.7%)

Smoking, n (%)  
Never 114 (82%)
Once a week 1 (.7%)
Several times per week 4 (2.9%)
Daily 21 (15%)

Alcohol use, n (%)  
Never 98 (69.7%)
Once a week 21 (15%)
Several times per week 13 (9.3%)
Daily 7 (5%)

Note. Not all percentages will add to 100% due to rounding.

Figure 5. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of the alternate and standard criteria.
Consistent with the prior study of cancer patients, this larger sample of post menopause women shows that the sensitivity of the alternate criterion (77.4%) is significantly better than the sensitivity of the standard criterion (57%). The alternate criterion was 35.8% more sensitive in detecting hot flashes, and about 68% of the individual cases showed a positive difference in favor of the alternate criterion (alternate criteria = 77.4%; standard criteria = 57%; positive differences = 90 of 133 = .6767 in favor of the alternate criterion, Sign Test significant, p< .001, standard error of differences = 4.899, $S_\chi = 90$; 95% CI for $S_\chi = 80.40-94.90$). In terms of sensitivity, the advantage in number of positive cases for the alternate criterion showed a medium effect size ($Cohen's \ g = .18$). The relative proportions and effect sizes are displayed in Figure 6.

\[ \text{Note: Cohen's } g \text{ effect size (|P-.50|); } * = p < .05 \text{ by Sign Test, } *** p < .001 \text{ by Sign Test.} \]

\[ \text{Figure 6. Proportion of cases in favor of the alternate criterion by sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value.} \]
Also consistent with the prior study, the specificity of the alternate criterion (80.1%) was significantly reduced compared to the standard criterion (86.9%). The specificity of the alternate criterion was reduced by 8.5%, and only 4.3% of the cases showed a positive difference favoring the alternate criterion (alternate criterion = 80.1%, standard criterion = 86.9%, positive differences = 6 of 140 favoring standard; Sign Test significant, p < .001, number of positive differences = S = 6 of 140 = .0429, standard error of differences = 5.809, 95% CI for S = 0.1910-11.809). In terms of specificity, the advantage in number of positive differences for the standard criterion showed a large effect size (Cohen's g = .46). These two metrics show that the improvement in sensitivity for the alternate criterion was obtained at a cost of a decrement in specificity.

The positive predictive values show a value for the alternate criterion (37.4%) that was slightly lower than the standard criterion (40.2%). Looking at the number of positive cases, there were only 48 of 132 cases or 36% that favored the alternate criterion, showing that the majority of cases favored the standard criterion. Therefore it appears that the advantage is for the standard criterion (alternate = 37.4%; standard = 40.2%; positive differences favoring the alternate = 48 of 132 = .3636, Sign Test significant, p = < .05, S = 48, standard error of differences = 5.500, 95% CI for S = 42.50-53.50). For positive predictive value, the advantage in number of positive differences for the standard criterion showed a small effect size (Cohen’s g = .14).

The negative predictive values showed the alternate (95.8%) was stronger than the standard criterion (92.9%) for a 3.0% advantage. Also, the proportion of positive differences (62%) favored the alternate criterion (alternate = 95.8%, standard = 92.9%, positive differences 87 of 140 = .6214, Sign Test significant, p < .001; S = 87, standard
error of differences = 5.220, 95% confidence interval for test statistic 81.7800 to 92.2200). The advantage in number of positive differences for the alternate criterion showed a small effect size (Cohen’s $g = .12$).

**Determination of Racial/Ethnic Differences in SCL-Results Using Standard and Alternate Criteria.**

There were demonstrable differences in SCL-results (Figure 7, Figure 8), using the standard and alternate criteria, however, as sample size varied widely by group, performance indices should be interpreted with caution in racial/ethnic groups of very small sample size.

*Figure 7. Racial/Ethnic differences in SCL indices using standard criterion.*
To have adequate sample size to compare the alternative versus standard criteria across racial groups the smaller race groups were combined into a single non-White group for comparison to the White group. A Mann-Whitney U test was performed for each of the performance metrics (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value) to compare the alternative versus standard criteria’s ability to find a difference between White and non-White groups. The Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric test for two independent groups (White and non-White), and it was computed separately for sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value for both standard and alternative criteria (for a total of six tests). At alpha of .05, the alternative criterion showed a significant difference in sensitivity between white and non-white groups, in favor of the white group. None of the other Mann-Whitney U test results were significant (Table 3).
Table 3

**Racial/Ethnic Group Results and p-values from Mann-Whitney U Test.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Non-White</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Criterion Sensitivity</td>
<td>.6667</td>
<td>.5000</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .283, n. s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Criterion Specificity</td>
<td>.8807</td>
<td>.8706</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .994, n. s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Criterion Positive Predictive Value</td>
<td>.4143</td>
<td>.3485</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .419, n. s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Criterion Negative Predictive Value</td>
<td>.9391</td>
<td>.9241</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .604, n. s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Criterion Sensitivity</td>
<td>.8358</td>
<td>.7381</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .043*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Criterion Specificity</td>
<td>.8068</td>
<td>.8045</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .663, n. s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Criterion Positive Predictive Value</td>
<td>.3660</td>
<td>.4083</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .674, n. s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Criterion Negative Predictive Value</td>
<td>.9676</td>
<td>.9528</td>
<td><em>p</em> = .604, n. s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at the *p* < .05 level.

**Determination of the Relationship of SCL-Derived Hot Flashes Using Standard and Alternate Criteria to Components of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.**

To compare the two SCL criteria to the components of Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale (HFRDIS), the proportion of true positives for each criterion was correlated with the HFRDIS components as shown in Table 4. For both the standard criterion and the alternative criterion the Pearson Product Moment correlations were all small and non-significant (*p* > .05).

**Summary of Hypothesis Testing**

A summary of all tested hypotheses are provided in Table 5.
Table 4

Correlations of standard and alternate criteria-derived true positive hot flashes to constructs of the Hot Flash Daily Interference Scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard Criterion True Positive Hot Flashes</th>
<th>Alternate Criterion True Positive Hot Flashes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>( p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFRDIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work interference</td>
<td>-.097</td>
<td>.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social activities</td>
<td>-.113</td>
<td>.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure interference</td>
<td>-.011</td>
<td>.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep interference</td>
<td>.140</td>
<td>.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood interference</td>
<td>-.016</td>
<td>.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>-.025</td>
<td>.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships with</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexuality interference</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of life</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall quality of life</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.701</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All correlations non-significant at alpha of .05.
Table 5  
Summary of Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Hypothesis supported?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aim 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 1.1</td>
<td>The <em>sensitivity</em> (TP/TP+FN), of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in postmenopausal women will show a significantly greater proportion in detecting an objective hot flash when one has been self-reported than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 1.2</td>
<td>The <em>specificity</em> (TN/FP+TN) of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in postmenopausal women will show, as was shown in previous study of breast cancer survivors, a significantly lesser proportion in recording the absence of a hot flash when none has been self-reported than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 1.3</td>
<td>The <em>positive predictive value</em> (TP/TP+FP) of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in postmenopausal women will show a significantly greater proportion of criterion-indicated hot flashes with corresponding self-report than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 1.4</td>
<td>The <em>negative predictive value</em> (TN/TN+FN) of the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in postmenopausal women will show a significantly greater proportion of correctly identified negative results than the standard criterion (≥ 2 µmho rise in a 30-s period).</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Continued)*
**Aim 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>The <em>sensitivity</em> of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show sensitivity differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>The <em>specificity</em> of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show specificity differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>The <em>positive predictive value</em> of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show positive predictive value differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>The <em>negative predictive value</em> of the standard SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show the <em>negative predictive value</em> differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>The <em>sensitivity</em> of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show <em>sensitivity</em> differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>The <em>specificity</em> of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show <em>specificity</em> differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Continued)*
The positive predictive value of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show positive predictive value differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

Hypothesis 2.8

The negative predictive value of the alternate SCL criterion for identifying hot flashes (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period) in ambulatory hot flash detection over one day’s waking hours in post-menopausal women will show the negative predictive value differs significantly among White and non-White racial/ethnic groups.

Aim 3

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with work as indicated on scores on the Work construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.1

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with social activities as indicated on scores on the Social Activities construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.2

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with leisure activity as indicated on scores on the Leisure construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.3

(Continued)
Hypothesis 3.4
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with sleep as indicated on scores on the Sleep construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.5
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on mood as indicated on scores on the Mood construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.6
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with concentration as indicated on scores on the Concentration construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.7
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with relationships as indicated on scores on the Relationships construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.8
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on sexuality as indicated on scores on the Sexuality construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

(Continued)
Hypothesis 3.9

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the standard SCL criterion (≥ 2.0 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with overall quality of life as indicated on scores on the Overall Quality of Life construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.10

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with work as indicated on scores on the Work construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.11

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with social activities as indicated on scores on the Social Activities construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.12

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with leisure activity as indicated on scores on the Leisure construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.13

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 μmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with sleep as indicated on scores on the Sleep construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

(Continued)
Hypothesis 3.14
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on mood as indicated on scores on the Mood construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.15
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with concentration as indicated on scores on the Concentration construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.16
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with relationships as indicated on scores on the Relationships construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.17
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related effect on sexuality as indicated on scores on the Sexuality construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

Hypothesis 3.18
Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with enjoyment of life as indicated on scores on the Enjoyment of Life construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

(Continued)
Hypothesis 3.19

Monitor-verified hot flashes (meeting criteria with corresponding self-report) using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will demonstrate a significant positive correlation to the hot flash-related interference with overall quality of life as indicated on scores on the *Overall Quality of Life* construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale in post-menopausal women.

The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with work as indicated on scores on the *Work* construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with social activities as indicated on scores on the *Social Activities* construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with leisure activities as indicated on scores on the *Leisure* construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with sleep as indicated on scores on the *Sleep* construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

(Continued)
Hypothesis 3.24
The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related impact on mood as indicated on scores on the Mood construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

Hypothesis 3.25
The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with concentration as indicated on scores on the Concentration construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

Hypothesis 3.26
The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with relationships as indicated on scores on the Relationships construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

Hypothesis 3.27
The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related interference with sexuality as indicated on scores on the Sexuality construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

Hypothesis 3.28
The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related impact on the enjoyment of life as indicated on scores on the Enjoyment of Life construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

(Continued)
### Hypothesis 3.29

The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related impact on quality of life as indicated on scores on the *Overall Quality of Life* construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

### Hypothesis 3.30

The correlations between the monitor-verified hot flashes using the alternate SCL criterion (≥ 1.2 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) and the standard criterion (≥ 2.0 µmho rise in a 30-s period to indicate a hot flash) will differ significantly in their relationship to hot flash-related impact on quality of life as indicated on scores on the *Overall Quality of Life* construct of the Hot Flash Related Daily Interference Scale.

*Note. Correlations were not significant for either variable; no tests for statistically significant differences between correlations were performed.*
CHAPTER FOUR
Discussion and Conclusions

Hot flashes are a highly prevalent and serious symptom for millions, globally. The study of hot flashes is vibrant, multidisciplinary and ongoing, but nascent. Effective measures of hot flashes are critical, both in laboratory study and also for use in ambulatory clinical trials. Skin conductance monitors have been found to be the most sensitive measure of hot flashes in laboratory study, but the results of ambulatory trials have shown the standard criteria for detecting hot flashes to be inadequately sensitive. The results of a study of breast cancer survivors suggest that a more liberal SCL criterion provides a substantial improvement in sensitivity, at only a small cost in specificity. In clinical utility, a more sensitive instrument is optimal, with over-reporting, if consistent, being less confounding than a criterion that fails to identify existent hot flashes.

This study examined whether an alternate criterion, identified as superior in the detection of hot flashes in breast cancer patients, would also be superior in healthy, post-menopausal women. The results from 140 post-menopausal women showed that the alternative criterion was significantly (35.8%) more sensitive in detecting hot flashes than the standard criterion. Consistent with the findings in the Savard study, this improvement in sensitivity came at a cost to specificity (M.-H. Savard et al., 2013). This cost, though statistically significant, was only a reduction in specificity of 8.5% from the standard criterion. Positive predictive value for the alternate criterion was significantly (7.5%), inferior to the standard criterion, though neither criterion was particularly strong on this
metric (37.4% vs. 40.2%) suggesting that both criteria produce a high number of false positive hot flashes. Negative predictive values however, were excellent for both criterion (92.9% standard, 95.8% alternate), the alternate criterion showing a statistically significant ($p < .001$), but perhaps only marginally, (3.1%) meaningful advantage. Taken together, these findings suggest that the alternate criterion, given a strong gain in sensitivity with only minor costs to specificity, would be recommended over the standard criterion in ambulatory studies of SCL hot flash detection in healthy, post-menopausal women.

This study also examined racial/ethnic differences in the standard and alternate criteria, though small sample sizes only allowed for the statistical examination of white versus non-whites. A significant difference was found using the alternate criterion in this bivariate examination with white participants showing significantly greater sensitivity than non-whites (83.58% vs. 73.81%, $p < .001$). Though differences were observed in other metrics (see Figure 3 & Figure 4), they were not found significant using the Mann-Whitney U test. The reason for the difference in sensitivity between White and non-White racial/ethnic groups is unknown; however, there are a few possibilities.

The difference in sensitivity between White and non-White racial/ethnic groups could be the result of differing skin properties. There is some support for this hypothesis as previous study has shown eccrine sweat gland activity, as well as resting skin conductance, differs among White and Black participants (Johnson & Landon, 1965; Wesley & Maibach, 2003). Another possibility lies in cultural differences in reporting of hot flashes. Previous research has demonstrated differences in the subjective report of
hot flashes between White and Black participants (Grisso, Freeman, Maurin, Garcia-Espana, & Berlin, 1999).

It is also possible that the expression of hot flashes themselves differs between racial/ethnic groups. Whether subjective report of hot flashes, artifacts of skin conductance, or differing physiological expression of hot flashes differs in racial/ethnic groups remains an empirical question. It may be advantageous to investigate the optimal SCL criterion for differing racial/ethnic groups. Future study should investigate this issue in order to best measure hot flashes in a diverse world.

The third area that this study examined was the determination if there was a relationship between criteria-derived hot flashes (standard and alternate), and indices of hot flash related daily interference. It was hypothesized that the frequency of physiologically determined hot flashes should correspond to impact on daily interference and quality of life (Carpenter, 2001). The results failed to show any significant relationship between SCL-derived hot flashes and Work, Social Activities, Leisure Activities, Sleep, Mood, Concentration, Relationships, Sexuality, Enjoyment of Life and Overall Quality of Life scores on the HFRDIS. Though this finding is seemingly counter-intuitive, it is not unique. Previous research has shown that, rather than the frequency of hot flashes, it is the problem-rating of hot flashes that correspond to impact on health-related quality of life (Ayers & Hunter, 2013). Further, as SCL-derived hot flashes do not correspond with hot flash severity (Carpenter, Azzouz, Monahan, Storniolo, & Ridner, 2005), the physiological measurement of hot flashes via skin conductance may not be a suitable measure to determine hot flash related impact. Investigation into
alternate physiological measures that adequately captures not only frequency but also some indication of the severity of hot flashes is warranted.

In a study of 150 post-menopausal women, participants with varying frequency of hot flashes underwent 24-hour electrocardiographic recording (Hoikkala et al., 2010). Though the researchers did not find cardiovascular risk factors to be associated with the frequency and severity of hot flashes, there were signs of altered autonomic control of heart rate, which the authors speculate may be involved in the regulatory mechanisms of hot flashes. Specifically, the very-low-frequency spectral component of heart rate variability increased by 72% during a hot flash compared with a control period and was accompanied by a small but significant 3% increase in heart rate. It is possible that sampled epochs of very-low-frequency spectral component of heart rate variability could be used to detect the frequency and severity of hot flashes, though this remains an empirical question.

Further, it is possible that using a second physiological measure, such as ECG for heart rate variability, could be used to reduce false positive findings using current skin conductance monitors. Previous study has shown that heart rate increases markedly during a hot flash (Freedman, 1989), however, to-date, no study has attempted an ambulatory study of hot flashes involving SCL and heart-rate variability.

There were a number of limitations to the current study. As the study was a retrospective analysis of previously collected SCL-monitor data, the addition of additional measures (such as alternate quality of life measures) was not possible. The study was also limited in that it was a largely white, college-educated sample. Though the data used in this study came from a more diverse sample than the majority of the
published literature (which comes from an overwhelmingly white population), there was insufficient sample size in all racial/ethnic groups for statistical analyses of differences. Only by making a bivariate, white/non-white comparison, could sufficient power for statistical analyses be achieved. This finding, although underpowered for specific analyses between all sampled racial/ethnic groups, is rare in the literature, with the sample size used in this study one of the largest datasets of SCL-monitor data published to-date.

This study was the first study to investigate an alternate SCL criterion ($\geq 1.2$ $\mu$mho rise in a 30-s period) versus the standard SCL criterion ($\geq 2$ $\mu$mho rise in a 30-s period) to detect, in ambulatory measurement, hot flashes in healthy, post-menopausal women. This study found that the alternate criterion has a distinct advantage in terms of sensitivity, with only minor deficit to specificity, suggesting that the alternate criterion is advised for future ambulatory study of hot flashes in post-menopausal women. This finding is important as it is an easily diseminable addition to ongoing hot flash research using the current gold-standard ambulatory monitors and software. No new or additional equipment or software will be required to implement this criterion. This study also investigated ethnic differences, finding that the sensitivity of both criteria for detecting hot flashes was significantly greater for white participants than non-white participants, suggesting the need for a study of racial/ethnic differences in SCL-monitor hot flash detection to determine optimal criteria for detecting hot flashes in diverse populations. Finally, this study examined the SCL-data determining that SCL-criterion derived hot flashes showed no relationship to hot flash-related daily interference.
Future Directions

The next logical step in the study of SCL hot flash detection is a study that is designed to achieve four aims: 1) Replicate the findings of this study 2) Examine SCL-criteria differences between White, Black and Hispanic participants, 3) Perform receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analyses of White, Black and Hispanic participants collectively and individually in order to ascertain if a racial/ethnic-specific SCL-criterion is optimal, and 4) Determine if the data collected from the addition of ambulatory heart-rate variability to SCL monitors can be used to improve the specificity of SCL-derived hot flashes.

Based on the lessons learned from this study, the following study will be designed to specifically accrue a minimum of 30 Black, 30 White and 30 Hispanic participants. In order to determine whether the alternate criterion performs across the menopausal spectrum, inclusion criteria will be altered from the current study to include symptomatic women of all ages and cancer status. Thus, comparative analyses will be possible to determine differences in SCL-criteria efficacy across menopausal stage and cancer-status. Cancer-survivors are to be included as no study to-date has provided convincing evidence that the physiological expression and the corresponding physiological detection of hot flashes differs as a result of cancer-status. This study will involve participants completing two sessions, one a 4-hour laboratory session with a 30-minute resting baseline, a stress condition (L. C. Swartzman et al., 1990) and a heating paradigm (Freedman, 1989) to illicit hot flashes. The second session will be a 24-hour, outside of the laboratory, ambulatory recording session using a SCL ambulatory monitor, an ambulatory ECG, an event marker to indicate onset of hot flashes and a waking-hour
hourly activity log. The results of this subsequent study will provide critical data on the
efficacy of alternate SCL-criterion, whether individual criterion are needed for White,
Black or Hispanic racial/ethnic groups, and whether an alternate criterion is equally
effective in participants at differing stages of menopause and cancer status. The data
derived from the proposed study will provide critically important information on the
measurement of hot flashes, and thus the future study of the etiology and treatment of hot
flashes.
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